
Fashion Scarves

Discreet Relief
Small, lightweight cooling packs tuck discreetly in pockets sewn into fashionable 
cotton scarves!

Quality Materials
Fashion scarves are designed and constructed for long-term performance. They 
will last for many years with proper care, maintenance and storage.

Highest Cooling Energy
Kool Max® and Quick Cool™ water-based technology provides the highest 
cooling energy of any cooling pack. These packs require the use of a freezer but 
return this energy in cooling. It’s science!

Improves Performance, Safety and Comfort
Cooling lessens the debilitating effect of heat during work, athletics and 
day-to-day life for those with heat sensitivity.

Natural, Drug-Free Cold Therapy
Not only will Quick Cool™ packs keep you cool... cold therapy is excellent 
drug-free pain relief for bruises, muscle aches, swelling, headaches, chronic pain 
and much more! The scarf can be used to position the pack on the target area. 
Caution: Use only the Quick Cool™ packs - not the Kool Max® packs - for therapy applications. Always 
layer insulating fabric between the pack and the skin. Cold therapy should be limited to 20 minute 
intervals. Consult your health care professional.

The Advantages of Quick Cool™ and Kool Max®:  

Reusable Quick Cool™ packs (for short-term relief) or Kool 
Max® cooling packs (for extended relief) can be used in 
one comfortable, fashionable scarf for discreet cooling.

CARE & USE MANUAL

How does it work? There are two pack options:
• Quick Cool™ cooling packs stay soft when frozen for 
   comfortable, short-term cooling for up to 45 minutes. 
• Kool Max® water-based packs freeze solid in the freezer and   
   offer extended cooling for up to 2 hours. 
• Both pack technologies fit into pockets sewn in the scarf, which   
   ties comfortably around the head or neck.  
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Using the Cooling Packs
Our reusable Quick Cool™ and Kool Max® Packs are 
water-based, non-toxic and non-flammable. Place the packs 
individually and flat into a freezer. For best results, store the 
packs in the freezer, so they’re ready when you are. 
Note: Quick CoolTM Packs will remain soft and flexible 
when frozen. Kool Max® Packs will freeze hard and solid. 
When ready to use, simply remove the packs from the freezer 
and place in the pockets sewn in the scarf. Frozen packs may 
be transported or stored in a cooler for later use.

Wearing the Fashion Scarves
Scarves should fit snug to the body for optimal performance. 
The scarves can be tied around the neck or head for a 
comfortable, stylish fit. 

Temperature Adjustment
The cooling potential may also be adjusted by wearing one or more layers of clothing 
between the body and the garment. Note: one or more layers of insulating fabric should 
always be worn between the skin and the cooling packs. 

Maintenance and Care
Fashion Scarves: Hand wash in cool water with a mild detergent. Hang in a 
well-ventilated area to dry.
Cooling Packs: Packs may be wiped clean with a damp cloth. Note: Store packs in 
freezer or cool, dry environment when not in use.

Cooling Duration
The length of time fashion scarves will cool depends on many factors, including the 
activity and body temperature of the person wearing the scarf and the temperature of 
the environment. Quick CoolTM Packs are soft and flexible when frozen and will therefore 
thaw more quickly than Kool Max® Packs, which are frozen solid. Quick Cool® Packs are 
intended for short-term relief, typically up to 45 minutes. Use the Kool Max® Packs for 
extended cooling relief for up to two hours. 

Activation and Use Instructions
If you have any questions or concerns regarding your product, please 
contact our Customer Service at 1.800.763.8423 or send an e-mail to 
polar@polarproducts.com. We will be happy to help!

Kool Max® Packs

Cautions and Warnings: Consult your health care professional prior to using this or any 
cooling products for a medical condition. Kool Max® and Quick Cool™ cooling packs 
are designed for the specific objective of cooling the body. Polar Products 
recommends that all cooling products be worn over clothing or other fabric layers to 
regulate the products’ cooling potential. The amount of layering required to ensure the 
highest level of cooling and comfort will vary from person to person and is strictly the 
responsibility of each individual user. Polar Products Inc. will not be liable for injuries or 
damages resulting from misuse or misapplication of our products.

Quick Cool™ Packs
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